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Suppose that XC R’” is compact. The polynomials of total degree at 
most n: when restricted to X, form a certain vector space, Z<:(X) say. Let 
IY,,(Xj be the dimension of .PE(X). Often, when not ambiguous, we wili 
abbreviate N,,(X) to N. If {p1,p2, . ..) psi is a basis of T7(X) and 
i Y <A,) x2, ~..) x:, ) a collection of N points of X, the _v x N matrix 
VJX,, 12, . ..) x;yj := [p;(.Qj 
is known as the corresponding Vandermonde matrix. We wil! denote its 
determinant by 
VDM(x,, x2. . . . . x,.;) := det VE(~:i5 x2: . . . . x.‘,.)~ 
If VDM(+r,, . . . . x:v j # 0 we may form the Lagrange polynomials 
Each ‘li is a polynomial of degree at most n and is easily seen to have the 
property that i,(-u,) = 8,. Further, if f’E C(X), then O(X) : =I:: If(xi) I,jxj 
is the unique polynomial (w-hen restricted to Xj of degree at most r? which 
interpolates f at the points x,: . . . . xs. A(xj :=C:lI Iii(xji is knc-wn as the 
Lebesgue function of the interpolation. It is not difficult to see that 
max, c x A(X) is the norm of the projection 
3 
f--b x f(x,j !,(xj. 
i-1 
Thus A(X) gives information on the convergence cf interpoiants and in one 
variable has been much studied (see, e.g., 171). In particular: it is usually 
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desirable to interpolate at points for which A(x) is as small as possible. 
Now , VDM: x-\; -+ R is continuous and thus, as X is compact, attains its 
maximum. Clearly, for these maximal points, max,Y, x 1 li(x)l = 1 and hence 
max, E x ,4(.x) d :V. But, in 1932, Fejtr [3] proved the remarkable fact that 
for X= [ - 1, 1 ] or X= S, , the unit circle, at the points which maximize 
the Vandermonde determinant, max,,, Cy= 1 Z:(x) = 1 and hence, in 
these cases, max, E x A(x) d AT”‘. It is of some interest to know if 
yzYx x:l I 12(x) = 1 for other regions. In particular, we consider 
.--! m-l .- I XELY: IJxJ\~=~], the unit sphere, and X=B,:= {xER”: 
1) x IiT d 11, the unit ball. Surprisingly, the answer to these questions is 
related to the statistical theory of optimal experimental design and to the 
theory of tight spherical designs. Much of the material may be found 
elsewhere. See especially Karlin and Studden [S, Chap. X]. The purpose of 
this note is to collect the results relevant to interpolation and use them co 
conclude that, except in exceptional circumstances, max,, x x,i”= I Z;(x) > 1 
for these two regions. 
We proceed as follows. Clearly, the problem of maximizing 
det(l/N) V, Vl . 1s the same as maximizing det V,. But (l/N) V, Vz has 
entries (l/N) zf= L pi(xk) pj(xkj = jxpi(x) pj(x) & where ,U is the discrete 
probability measure with weight l/N at each of the N points xi. In general, 
for p a probability measure on X7 let M(p) denote the Nx IV Gram matrix 
Clearly, each :M(p) is positive semi-definite. Notice also, that if card 
SUPPbL) <IV? {Pi, ...I P.~; is linearly dependent on supp(p j and hence :M(p) 
is singular. We will generalize our problem and maximize det M(,u) over all 
probability measures on X. 
LEMMA 1 [S, p. 3231. The family of matrices, M(p), as p ranges over all 
probability measures, is a compact convex set. 
Hence (det M(p): p is a probability measure on X> is an interval 
and max det LU(~) is attained. Now set p(x) := [pi(x)] E [WI’ and, for 
det A4( p) # 0, 
d(x; p) := p’(x) :M-‘(/J) p(x). 
The crucial result is the remarkable equivalence theorem of Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz [6]. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that p* is .a probability measure on X. Then p* 
maximizes det M(p) if and only. if max,, X d(x; p*) = IV. Furthermore, all 
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Prooj: We offer a slightly simpler proof than that given in [6] or L5j. 
Suppose that p:, and pZ are two probability measures on X. Then for 
.TE CO, II, (! - r) pI + I,U? is also a probability measure and 
Nowl as these matrices are symmetric, positive semi-definite (see, p a -‘z” 
[4, p. 3141 j, there is a non-singular matrix Z4 such that ;4 ‘-&Q2) A = 
diag(a,: . ..) a v) and that A TM(~2) .4 = diag(h, ~ . ..~ b,-) arc botfi diagocai 
and thus 
detM((t-~)~i:+t~,)=(detA))2detdiag((i-t)a,+:bj) 
3 (der M(~I))l-~’ (det M(~i2))’ i;; 
with equa!ity iff a1 = biT t < I’< N, i.e., A&,) = M(F~~. Hence if 9: and uZ 
both maximize det M(p), M(p,) = M(p2). 
Further. from ( I), we may easily compute that 
Hence ,~i maximizes det M(p) if and only if 
for ail probability measures pZ. But, 
and so p! is optimal iff 
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Now an easy computation reveals that 
and so we see that p* maximizes det M(p) if and only if 
jy d(x; p*) dcL G N 
for all probability measures p. 
If we take p to be concentrated at a single point XEX we have that if 
p* maximizes det M(p) then d(x; p*) GN. But as jX d(x; p) dp = 
tr M-l(p) M(,u)=N, we have also that N<maxXE,d(x;p*) and so, in 
fact, max,,, d(x; p*) = N. 
Conversely, if Max,, X d(x; p*) = N then for any other probability 
measure, p, 
I d(x;p*)dp<N x 
and so p* maximizes det M(U). 1 
An immediate corollary to the above gives us a criterion for when 
mwy E x Cr= 1 Z;(x) = 1 is realizable. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that for xi, . . . . x,~ E X, VDM(x,, . . . . x,~) # 0. Then 
max,, x I:= I If(x) = 1 if and only if the discrete measure, p*; with weight 
l/N at each xi maximizes det M(p). 
ProoJ The conclusion of Theorem 2 is independent of the basis of 
polynomials used. Choose {Z,(x), . . . . Z,(x)} as the basis. Then 
jX I,(x) Zj(x) dp* = (l/N) C;l’= i Ei(xk) Ij(xk) = (l/N) 6, and so M(p*) = 
(l/N) I and d(x; p*) = hrCyzl Z:(x). The result follows. 1 
Alternatively, we may express this condition in terms of equally weighted 
numerical integration formulas. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that for xi, . . . . x,~ E X, VDM(x i, . . . . x.~) # 0 and 
that p* maximizes det M(p). Then max,, X C,“r, I If(x) = 1 if and onZF if 
jXp(x) dp* = (l/N) XT=, p(x,) f or all polynomials, p, of degree at most 2n. 
Prooj Let p be the discrete measure with weight l/N at each xi. It is 
easy to see that M(p*) = M(p) if and only if jXp(x) dp* = jXp(x) d,u for 
all polynomials, p, of degree at most 2n. The result follows from the 
uniqueness of the optimal matrix. m 
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Now, for the sphere we actually find an optima! probability -measure. 
Not surprisingly, it turns out to be normalized surface area. 
TEORE~I 5 (Cf. [ST p. 3441 for a more genera! result). L.P’ X= S,, ~~ 1 
anii a:P = ( 1 .:w, _ 1) df~, where m,, ~ I is the swf(zce ai’ec; ~3f S,? _ : mid ~CJ 2 
the surface a?ea dtffeerential. Then ii* maximL ;-es det M(.$). 
Pwz$ Suppose that g E SO(A’j. For p a probabiiity measure an 5,;, ~~ 1 
let ii’s be the probability-measure given by 
If we !et d<(g) be the unit Haar measure on sO(A~j then (,,i.,..i .tis d<(g) is 
a probability measure invariant under the action of SOjLVj and hence must 
equal p*. 
Now, as {p;(g-!x) )- is also a basis for the polynomials restricted to the 
sphere, there is a matrix A, E ii?vx :’ such that P(g-‘x) = A,P(x j. I; is easy 
to see that Agig = AgZA,, and as {g E SO(N) : gk = f for some .kj is dense 
is SO(lVj we have det A, = + 1. Further, 
M(p,) = i p(x) pr(x) dpg 
‘X 
and so det M(,ti, j = det M(p). Similarly, 
= [ [ p(x) pqx) a& d<(g) 
JSO(5) “X 
= .i,,(,, WP,) dc’!gj. 
But by (1): det M(,u) is concave in ,U and so by Jensen‘s inequality 
det M(,u*) > det M(p). 1 
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For II = 1, N,,(S,,- i) = N,JL3,,) = m + 1. If we place one point at each of 
the vertices of a regular simplex inscribed in S,,_ , then we must have 
xj.xj= -1;rn for i#j. Hence I,(X)= { (- m u.xj)+ lj/(n2+ l), 1 <ibin+ 1. 
One may then easily calculate that zy=‘,’ Z:(X) = { 1 + m iI x 11 ‘)/(m + 1) < 1 
for XE B,, and hence also for XE S,+,. Thus these points maximize the 
Vandermonde determinant over both S,,- i and B,,,. The situation is some- 
what more complicated for higher degrees. Since an optimal measure 
for L 1 is surface area, max,, s,m i C,“= 1 If(s) = 1 is realizable iff 
Ss,~,p(x)da=(~~_,!N)C~~,p(x;) f or all polynomials of degree at most 
2n. Such a configuration of points is known as a spherical design of 
strength 2n (see, e.g., [Z]). As it is not hard to see that a design of strength 
2n must consist of at least NJ S,,, _ i ) points, a design with exactly N points 
is said to be tight. Bannai and Dammerel [1] have shown that for II > 3 
and m > 3 no such design exists. We therefore have 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that n > 3 and m 2 3 and that x1, . . . . xiv maximize 
VDM(x,, . ..) x.v) ocer S,,- i. Then max,,,,+, C;‘r= I Z?(x) > 1. 
It is rather peculiar that for n = 2, examples of such configuration are 
known for dimensions 2, 6, and 22. A complete list of allowable dimensions 
would be an interesting curiosity. 
Turning our attention to the case of X= B,,,, Karlin and Studden have 
shown that there is an optimal measure which is orthogonally invariant 
and concentrated on a certain number of concentric spheres. 
THEOREV 7 [IS, p. 3541. There is an orthogonally intlariant probability 
measure, p’“, on B, which maximizes det M(p). The radial component is 
concentrated on a set of q: = Ln/2_l+ 1 distinct radii Y,, . . . . r4. Moreocer 
r,=l a?~dr,=Oifniseoenandr,>Oifn isodd. 
We have already considered the case of n = 1 in general. For n = 2 
consider m = 2. Then :V= 6, q = 2 and optimal measure is concentrated at 
the origin and at the perimeter. This optimal measure is thus of the form 
given by 
J & f dp* = xf (0,O) + &$ [‘“f (cos 8, sin 6) d0. “0 




~(~0s 8, sin 0) d0 =$ $- p(cos(2&5), sin(2krrlj)) 
k=O 
is exact for polynomials of degree 4. Hence one point at the origin together 
with any live equally spaced on the perimeter will yield max,, B, Cp= i If(x) 
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= ! and thus also maximize the Vandermonde determinant. For higher 
degrees this is in general not possible. 
PROPOSITiOK 8. SUppOse that I1 = 3 aEd thai XL5 .._ x-+: E B, ,v:a.y& j:e 
VDM(s: i . . . . *i,v, 1. Then max,EBZ C;“l; i if(y) > i. 
Proqf For n= 3 and m = 2: L\T= 10. An optima! measure is concen- 
trated on two concentric circies of radii 0 < ?I < y2 .= I and must be of the 
form given ‘by 
If max,EB; 11:: i if(x) = 1, we must have 
for ali polynomials of degree at most 6. Bx, if WC: consider 
p = ( -y2 + j.2 - r:) q, where deg(q) d 4, we see that 
Thus we must have at least five points on each circle. But as Ehere are only 
ten points ail together, we must have exactly !“ve on each circie and they 
must be equally spaced. Suppose that the point_ c on :hejth circle are @vex 
by 
(Lcos(ipj + 2kn. 5 j, sin(pj + ikn:5)). G,<k<Li. 
Now consider, for fixed 40, p =r5 sin(56+ 9) given in po!ar coordinates. 
Then de&p) = 5 and we have 
But this must be true for all q7, which is not possible as r: < r2. 
Actuaii:y, probably much more is true but we must leave this as a 
conjectnre. 
Coizjecture. Suppose that X, , . . . . .x.~ E B, maximize VDM(x, , . ..~ .‘Ev ). 
Then if n >, 3 and IyI > 2. max,,B1 x>i, /f(x) > 1. 
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